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Dear %lsan Thompson, 

Susan, it was good talking to you this past month. I hope your father is feeling better. Thanks 
Ior your continued efforts in attempting to create food labels which inform the consumer aboc;t 
the ingredients in our fi)ods. As T promised you, 1 atn enclosing a copy oi“‘FOOD ADDI’TIVE 5“ 
produced by IIe Center for Science in the Public Interest which identiCes some additives as .S:ICY 
(green), advises consuming some in moderation (yel!oW), and recommends avoiding others (riii, 
1 also enclosed a copy of my February 24,200O lcttcr for you.. 

1 still like the idea of color coding the ingredients. Green is good, yellow is caution, and red is 
danger. Healthy ingredients could be labeled green, borderline ingredients could be labeled 
yellow, and unhealthy ingredients (as determined by a list produced by the PDA or independent 
board ofscientists/nutritionists, i.e. The Center for Science in the Public Interest) could be 
labeled red, Consumers could, without having to carefully scrutinize each and every one of thv 
ingredients, quickly dctcrmine whether or not a li)od product was healthy for them based on, tfitl 
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amount of green, yellow, or red colored words in the ingredients label. b WOulhhL: ~ e~AYni.;‘x. 
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amduct which had h&s of redin the &&iolabcl. 
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Susan, your last phone message to me indicated that the “color coding” issue was beyond the 
scope of the FDA’s most recent project. T respectfully disagree. Unless the FDA products all 

the public will not be adtx~uately addressed. 
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ingredients included on the food label. The result would be pressure for food companies to 
chinate the RED ingredients, minimize the YELLOW ingredients, and maximize the GRI 35 
ingredients. Each and every food company I spoke to said that they were in complctc compliance 
with the FDA concerning f’ood ingredients, and they felt no ohligation to produce foods that arc 
healthy merely because it is the ethically and morally right thing to do. As much as T dislike 
government intrusion into our lives, I b&eve that it is necessary for the IWA to exhibit srron~ 
leadership by influencing the food companies to do what is healthy when it comes to producic:-: 
the foods we eat. The color coding system is an essential ingredient in allowing the public to 
make quick informed decisions about the foods we select from the grocery shelves to take home 
to feed to our families. 

Thal~k you for considering this issue. T believe it is an important one. 

Very respectfully, 

1 R. M. Manski 


